Learning Enhancement Team
Factsheet:

Common
Mathematical Symbols

The following table is a list of commonly used mathematical symbols. There may
be symbols which are not listed, also the symbols listed may have different
meanings in certain disciplines.


plus/add

−

minus/subtract; relative complement



divide

/

divide



multiply; vector product; Cartesian product



multiply; scalar/dot product

=

is equal to



is identically equal to; defined as; logical equivalence; congruent



does not equal



is approximately equal to

>

is greater than



is greater than or equal to

≫

is much greater than

<

is less than



is less than or equal to

≪

is much less than



plus or minus; error margin



minus or plus

ℂ

set of complex numbers

ℤ

set of integers

ℕ

set of natural numbers

ℚ

set of rational numbers

ℝ

set of real numbers

:

ratio; such that

::

as



therefore



because



for all



there exists

{}

set

<>

mean

√

(square) root of

*

operation (usually product)



angle

||

is parallel to; vector magnitude; modulus; cardinality



perpendicular



intersection



union

|

given that; divides

|

does not divide



is a proper subset of



is not a proper subset



contains



belongs to



does not belong to



empty set



cardinality



symmetric difference

◦

composition of



finite difference or increment; symmetric difference

%

per cent

‰

per thousand

'

first derivative

''

second derivative



partial derivative

°

degrees (angle)

~

difference



logical and; to the power of; unit vector



logical or

¬

logical negation/not

├

argument consequence



is equivalent to



implies

!

factorial



infinity



integral



maps into; approaches the limit; implies/only if



if and only if



sum of



product of



is proportional to

□

QED, it is proved



vector differential operator, del, nabla

∮

contour integral

Want to know more?
If you have any further questions about this topic you can make an appointment to see a
Learning Enhancement Tutor in the Student Support Service, as well as speaking to
your lecturer or adviser.




Call:
Ask:
Click:

01603 592761
ask.let@uea.ac.uk
https://portal.uea.ac.uk/student-support-service/learning-enhancement

There are many other resources to help you with your studies on our website.
For this topic there is a webcast.
Your comments or suggestions about our resources are very welcome.

Scan the QR-code with a
smartphone app for a webcast
of this factsheet.

